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MaterialBalanceAreasand FrequenciesFor
LargeReprocessingPlants*

Tom Burr

Safeguards Systems Group
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA

ABSTRACT individual measurement techniques. For example,
because measurementerrors are often approximately

It has long been recognized that facilities with a relative, the measurementerrorvarianceof the through-
large nuclear material throughputwill probably not put of a reprocessing plant can be reduced simply by
meet the InternationalAtomic Energy Agency (IAEA) using two parallelprocessing lines. In fact, the Thorp
goal for detecting trickle diversion of plutonium over plant in Britain uses two or three parallel tanks in cer-
periods of about one year. The reason is that measure- lain areas of the plant, for operational reasons,
ment errorsfor plutoniumconcentrationand for liquid includingtwo input accountabilitytanks.Such arrange-
volume are often approximately relative over a fairly merits typically reduce the overall measurementerror
wide range o1!truevalues. Therefore, large throughput (we illustrate why in the appendix), or at least are
facilities will tend to have large uncertaintiesassigned assumed to, becau_ measurementerrors are believed
to their annual throughput.By the same argument, if to be relative.
frequent balances are performed over small material
balance areas, then the uncertainty associated with Large-scale reprocessing plants expect to process
each balance period for each balance area will be 8000 to 12000 kg of plutoniumper year. At 8000 kg of
small. However, trickle diversion would still be diffi- plutonium per year, the 0.3% goal translatesto a start-
cult to detect statistically. Because the IAEA will soon dard deviation of 24 kg. Because 8 kg would then be
be faced with safeguardinga new large-scale reprocess- only one-thirdof the annual standarddeviation, it is not
ing plant in Japan, it is timely to reconsider the possible to meet the detection goals. Using the tradi-
advantages and disadvantages of performing frequent tional 0.05 false alarm probabilityand 0.¢5 detection
material balances over small balance areas (individual probability,the yearly detectiongoal coulJ only be met
tanks where feasible). Therefore, in this paper we for a diversion of about 3.3 × 24 = 79.2 kg of
present some simulation results to study the effect of plutonium.
balance frequency on loss detection probability, and
further simulation results to study possibilities intro- This work supportsthe implemeltation of a near-
duced by choosing small balance areas. We conclude real-time nuclear materials accounting system for the
by recommendingfrequentbalancesover smallareas, proposed reprocessing plant at Rokkasho, Japan.

Because of proprietaryconsiderations,we use measure-
ment errormodels, based on Ref. 2 for a hypothe_,.ical

INTRODUCTION plant, thatare intended to provide guidance in the statis-

The International Atomic Energy Agency tical decision-makingaspect of safeguardingany large-
(IAEA) has established a measurement-errorgoal for scale reprocessingplant. AI?measurementerrormodels
reprocessing plants: the measurementerror standard presented in Ref. 2 are relative and are based on the
deviation should be no more than 0.3% of annual evaluation of actual measurementdata. It is important
throughput.In addition, the traditionaldetection goals to realize that the behavior of the measurementerror
of a diversion of 8 kg of plutoniumover eitherI month standarddeviation could not be relative over the entire
or 1 year remain in effect.1 Implicit in these goals range of possible true values. Therefore, our conclu-
are recalibration procedures, and size and number sions rely on the assumption thatover the range of true
of accountancytanks designed for measuringthrough- values that are pertinent to nuclear materials account-
put as well as target measurementerrorvariances for ing, the errormodels areapproximatelyrelative.

Recent safeguards work,3,4 in connection with
Thisworksupportedby theUS Deparunentof Energy,Inter- the Thorpreprocessingplant in Britain,has considered
nationalSafeguardsDivision.
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performing relatively frequent material balances using error variance, and a/ is the inventory measurement

three balance areas. In this paper we expand on the error variance. This is only an approximation because
work in Refs. 3 and 4. We present general arguments the inventory measurement error variance might not
for performing frequent material balances over small remain constant each balance period, and there are
balance areas (individua. tanks where feasible). We
also present results from two types of simulation stud- probably correlations among some of the measure-
ies. In the first type of study, we document the effect of ments that compose successive inventories. Also as a
balance frequency on loss detection probability. In the fh'st approximation, the covariance between Xt and X,.1
second type of study, we emphasize the new analysis is _2.
and diagnosis possibilities that arise when frequent bai-

t

ances are performed over individual tanks. Let the mean of Xt be denoted I.tt. Then, a test for

Our present thinking is that if international safe- material loss on balance period t can be expressed as
guards is to serve its intended purpose, then a facility follows: test the hypothesis that _tt =0 versus _t_ 0.
can be in partial compliance by meeting measurement And, after a fixed number, nba/, of balance periods, a
error and loss detection goals. In some sense the yearly test for material loss can be expressed as follows: test
detection goals are only of academic interest for the fol- nbal

lowing main reason. Suppose there is an apparent loss the hypothesis that _ _tt _= 0 versus _tt _ 0.of 10 kg of plutonium over the course of one year =
between two plant cleanouts, and that the standard devi- t = 1

ation of the throughput is 3 kg. Then at typical alarm And, the sequence X 1 , X"2, ...X n is approximately
limits, there is an alarm, which we interpret as a detec-
tion. However, the sad reality is that because of multivariate normally distributed with mean vector I_
limitations in the measurement error modelling, it is and covariance matrix Y.where Y_is nbal by nbal.

more likely that upon reviewing the facility operations Safeguards lite_ture has focused on two primary
for that year, inspectors would conclude that because objectives: sensitive and timely detection of loss of
they have no way to fred the 10 kg if it actually is nuclear material.
diverted, the 10 kg is attributable to perhaps poorly
measured waste streams, difficult to measure holdup in By sensitive we mean that if decisions about loss
pipes, or poor measurement error models. In a nutshell, of material are made at regular intervals (traditionally
it is difficult to model the total measurement error, so yearly in conjunction with plant cleanouts), then the
there is nearly always the possibility that the error vari- desired statistical test is one with maximum detection
ances are understated. The most viable solution to this probability. Because the detection probability of any
dilemma is to perform frequent material balances over statistical test depends on the distribution of the loss,
small balance areas so measurement error models can and in practice the loss would be unknown, it is impos-
be authenticated. As by-products of performing fie- sible to select the statistical test that has the maximum
quent balances, the IAEA could also address the data detection probability. For that reason, Ref. 5 used game-
falsification issue if the IAEA is granted access to fie- theoretic arguments in conjunction with the Neyman-
quent snapshots of the facility status, and loss detection Pearson lemma that is used in statistical decision theory
for abrupt diversion would be greatly enhanced, as we to prove that the test having maximum detection proba-
will see in the results section, bility against the worst-case loss scenario is the so-

called cumulative material unaccounted for (CUMUF)

BACKGROUND test. The CUMUF test uses only the beginning and end-
ing inventories (typically zero) and net transfers. It

For each discussion, we present here the usual therefore ignores intermediate inventories, so there is
model employed in the analysis of material balances, no need for frequent balance closure. The sensitivity
Denote the material balance on balance period t as Xt goal can be stated as above: periodically (typically
Denote the net transfers as Tt and the inventory as It . between annual shutdowns and cleanouts) test

Then XI ffiIt.1 + Tt - It. Because many measurements nbal

typically enter into the calculations of transfers and _ _tt = _t = 0 versus _t_ 0. The CUMUF test
inventories, X_ is approximately normally distributed, t = 1

nbal
And, as a first approximation, the variance of Xl is

uses _, Xt = CUMUF, which ignores intermedi-
2 2 2 t=l

a T + 2¢_I , where ¢_T is the transfer measurement ate inventories, and thus has the same loss detection



" power against any loss vector. As an importantaside, little decrease in loss detectionpower when the type I
the worstcase (in terms of minimizing detectionprob- error decreases from 0.05 to 0.04 to 0.03. Therefore,

ability) loss scenario is a loss vector _ proportional we could simply operate the CUMUF test at the 0.04
false alarm level, and a sequential test designed to

to _e where• = (1, 1..... 1)t. Roughly speaking,this detect abruptloss at the 0.01 level. The combined false
means that approximately constant (protracted)loss is alarmrateis guaranteedto be less thanor equal to 0.05,
the most difficult to detect because, as we mentioned by the Bonferroni inequality (the Bonferroni inequality
above, the covariance matrix is often nearly tridiago- is discussed in many statistics books--see Ref.7). And

hal, having diagonal entries aii = a 2 = a 2 + 2a_ the CUMUF detection probabilityhas only fallen from0.95 to 0.94 for a loss equal in magnitude to 3.3 start-
2 dard deviations. Barry Jones (Refs. 3 and 4) has

and main off-diagonal entries equal to -o I , where exploited this fact to develop a double-Page sequential
2 test. The double-Page test combines two single Page's

a i is the inventory measurement error variance and tests. Page's test is probably the most commonly used
2 sequential test in safeguards, and its descriptioncan be

a T is the transfer meas_ent error variance. All found in Refs. 3 and 4. In a double-Page test, the first
other entries in Y. are usually nearly zero. Therefore, test is best at detecting abruptloss and the second is
each row of _ sums to approximatelythe same value, best at detecting protractedloss. To protect against loss

2 of power against the worst-case-approximately-
a T, which means that the optimal loss vector is constantloss, the false alarmof the first test is designed
approximatelyconstant, to be about 0.01 and the false alarm rate of the second

test is designedto be about 0.04. We documentthe per-
Fortunately,tests can be developed that respond formance of such a double-Page test in the results

nearly as well as the CUMUF test to protracteddiver- section.
sion and perform much betterthan the CUMUF test on
abrupt diversion, provided material balances are per- To recap this section, it is generally accepted that
formed frequentlyenough. We illustratethat fact in the some decrease in loss detection ability against the
results section. The loss detection probability of the worst-case loss is a small price to pay for the advan-
CUMUF test in the case of protracteddiversion serves ragesgained by closing balances frequently.
mainly as a benchmarkagainst which we can compare
other tests. SIMULATION RESULTS

By timely we mean that the time required to Part 1, Loss detection probability as a func-
detect a loss is small on average. Certainly the tion of the frequency of material balances.CUMUF test performed only at yearly intervals is not
timely. In fact, Ref. 4 illustrates thatthough a particu- In this section, we discuss a facility modelled by
lar sequential test is slightly less sensitive than the assuming thatthe covariancematrix is lridiagonalwith
CUMUF test, the sequential test has a shorteraverage main diagonal entries, a//= 40/(nbaD and main off-

detection time for the worst-case loss. Such behavior is diagonal entries, ai,i.1 ffi-4 (units are kg2). Setting
possible because on most of the occasions when the
sequential test does detect the loss, the loss is detected aii= 40/(nba/) and the inventory variance equal to 4,
before the time of the last balance period. The same reproduces the results in Refs. 3 and 4 for the double-
sequential test is far more sensitive and timely fornon- Page's test. We also experimented with setting the
optimal loss vectors, such as abrupt loss vectors. It is inventory variance equal to 40 for purposes to be made
therefore widely accepted that some frequencyof per- clear, This idealized errormodel would never be real-
forming intermediate inventories is desirable because ized in an operating facility, if for no otherreason than
calculation of intermediate material balances dramati- the inventory variancewould typically fluctuate due to
cally improves timeliness and sensitivity for abrupt process variability.However, a facility could choose to
loss, improves timeliness forprotractedlosses, andtyp- close balances when certain key inventory tanks are
ically causes only a minor reduction in sensitivity for nearly empty. Also, we have performed nearly the
the worst-cese protractedloss. We can understandthis same suite of experiments on more realistic covariance
phenomenon by considering the effect of the type I matrices characteristic of what we expect at the
error(falsely reject the hypothesis of zero loss) on the Rokkashoplant, and the general conclusions remainthe
type lI error (falsely "accept" the hypothesis of zero same. We therefore consider it a fruitfulexercise to per-
loss) for the CUMUF test. For losses of 3 to 4 units form some analysis using this simplified covariance
(scaled to have unit standarddeviation), there is very matrix. As an aside, we present results for the case of



beginning and ending with zero inventory, so the first 2. The effect of an increase in the inventory vari-
two and the last two rows of Y-are affected slightly and ance from 4 to 40 is diminished as nbal increases. For
are not correct as Silted. Such relatively minor points example, for a constant loss totalling 12.65 for
are only an issue in studies of exactly how the loss is nbal = 10, the detection probability is 0.44 for an inven-
distributed and will not concern us here. The estimated tory variance of 40 and 0.57 for an inventory variance
loss detection probabilities in Table 1 are within of 4, whereas for nbal = 160, the detection probability
approximately 0.01 of their true values, based on the is 0.51 for an inventory variance of 40 and 0.56 for an
number of simulations (4000) run per case. We con- inventory variance of 4. For comparison, the annual
sider nbal = 10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 and losses of 12.65 CUMUF statistic, regardless of the number of balance
and 20.87, which represent losses of 2 and 3.3 times periods, would have a loss detection probability of 0.64
the standard deviation of the annual CUMUF statistic, at the 0.05 false alarm level for a loss totalling 12.65
respectively, over the year. We consider the effect of an increase in

inventory variance because we anticipate using less
We consideredboth proWactedand abruptlosses,

and, for ease of comparisonamong the values of nbal, accurate methodss to estimate plutonium concentration
if balances are closed very frequently. An interest,_ngwe considered abrupt losses occurring at the same
result is given in Ref. 6 that can be roughly describedtimes within the year:2/5, 1/'2,and 4/5 of the way into
as follows. For a single Page's test in the case of con-the year. In Table 1, loss IA (1B) is a constant loss
slant loss for a covariancematrixof the simple form wetotalling 12.65 (20.87). Loss 2A (2B) is an abruptloss

of 12.65 (20.87) on the balance period corresponding introducedhere (all rows sum to the same value, equal
to 2/5 of the way into the year. Similarly, losses 3A to the transfer measurement error variance), as
and 3B (4A and 4B) are abrupt losses of 12.65 and nbal--***the inventory variance does not affect the per-
20.87 occuring at 1/2 (4/5) of the way into the year. formance of Page's test. This is perhaps a surprising
Each cell in Table 1 has 2 entries. The fhst entrycorre- result at In'stsight, and it holds whether Page's test is

2 applied to the originalmaterial balance sequence or the
spondes to the the a I = 4 case, and the second entry _ommonly used SITMUF sequence, which is the MUF

2 sequence that has been standardized(unit variance) and
corresponds to the a I ---40 case The conclusions independently transformed. Recall that we had a
fromTable 1are the following, slightly different form for Y_,due to the assumption that

we began and ended with zero inventory. In that case
1. Increasing the balance frequency raises the there are minor"edge" effects that might partly explain

probability of detecting an abrupt loss. For example, why, for nbal-- 160, the asymptotic result is not quite
compare the nbal = 10 case to the nbal = 160 case for 2
an abrupt loss of 12.65 for inventory variances of 4 and reached. That is, the ¢_ -- 4 case shows slightly dif-
40. For the abrupt loss occurring at balance period 5 I

for the nbal = 10 case and at balance period 80 for the ferent loss detection probability than the ¢y2 40--=

nbal = 160 case, the loss detection probability case (0.56 versus 0.51 and 0.92 versus 0.89 1for con-
increases from 0.92 to 1.0 for an inventory variance of silnt losses totalling 12.65 and 20.87, respectively).
4, and from 0.60 to 0.84 for an inventory variance of However, it is encouraging that, in the limit as40.

Table 1: Loss detection probabilities

Loss nbal= 10 nbal - 20 nbal= 40 nbal - 80 nbal = 160

IA 0.57, 0.44 0.54, 0.43 0.55, 0.47 0.55, 0.49 0.56, 0.51

IB 0.91, 0.80 0.90, 0.80 0.91, 0.84 0.99, 0.87 0.92, 0.89

2A 0.92, 0.60 0.96, 0.68 0.98, 0.77 0.99, 0.80 1.0, 0.84

2B 1.0,0.95 1.0,0.98 1.0, 0.99 1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0

3A 0.92, 0.60 0.95, 0.68 0.98, 0.76 0.99, 0.80 1.0, 0.84

3B 1.0, 0.95 1.0,0.98 1.0, 0.99 1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0
,,, , ,,,, , ,,,,,, ,

4A 0.91, 0.52 0.95, 0.53 0.98, 0.57 0.99, 0.64 1.0, 0.74

4B 1.0, 0.94 1.0, 0.95 1.0, 0.97 1.0, 0.99 1.0, 1.0
....
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ribald, the inventory variance does not affect the Because modem reprocessing plants are becom-
loss detection probability against the worst-case con- ing increasingly automated, it is feasible to perform
slant loss. This asymptotic result has not yet been frequent material balances over small balance areas.
derived for a double-Page's test, but we have provided However, the labor involved in chemical assay to esti-
empirical evidence here that a similar asymptotic result mate the concentrations of tank contents is still rather
will hold for double-Page's tests, costly. Fortunately, it is possible to get a "quick and

dirty" estimate of concentration by exploiting empirical
Part 2. Simulating individual tank material relationships between solution density, conductivity,
balances, and plutonium and uranium concentrations.8

In this section we present simulation results from The hope is that this quick method will make it
15 vessels in the main chemical separations area of a feasible to close balances very frequently. At much less
hypothetical reprocessing planL The f'u'stvessel is the frequent intervals the contents of the inventory vessels
input accountability tank, and the last vessel is the out- could be more accurately assayed for concentration.
put accountability tank. These two accountability tanks Reference 8 suggests that the plutonium concentration
are the two key measurement points in the main pro- can be estimated to within 5% by using empirical rela-
cess area, so substantial effort is made to make good tionships. Because measurements can be made
measurements in these tanks. The input accountability reasonably fast, it should be feasible to reduce the 5%
tank is typically regarded as a wansfer vessel between performance by taking multiple measurements.
the head-end materials balance area (MBA) and the

Assuming that balances can be closed around
main process MBA. The output accountability tank is a

individual tanks very frequently, a natural questaon is,
transfer vessel between the main process area MBA

"how frequently should the balances be closed?" Weand the co-denitration area MBA. Therefore, the
do not attempt to answer that question from a statistical

remaining 13 vessels would be regarded as inventory viewpoint, but choose here to close balances at a conve-
vessels in the main process MBA. Some of the 13 yes- nient time in terms of tank activity. In particular,
sels can hold substantial quantities of plutonium, because the input accountability tank makes batch trans-
particularly toward the end of the process when the plu- fers every 32 hours, it is convenient to close balances
tonium concentration is very large, approximately
250 g/L. All bulk material is in liquid form, so the only every 32 hours, when the input accountability tank is

empty. We use simple modular arithmetic to determine
accountability measurements will be tank volumes or how many shipments each tank has made since the last
weights or both together with tank concentrations. See balance closure and the current status of each tank at

Fig.1 for a description of three of the tanks. We have the time of balance closure. The hypothetical, but typi-
chosen fictitious but reasonable cycle times and modes cal, cycle times of tanks 1 to 15 are 32, 32, 32, 8, 8, 8,
of tank operation. In Fig.1 the shaded oval represents 8, 8, 8, 16, 16, 16, 16, 128, and 128 hours, respectively.
the chemical separations process area. The first tank is So, for example, tank 4 completes 4 cycles every 32
the input accountability tank. The second tank feeds hours, and balances are closed at the same time into the
the pulsed columns in the chemical separations area, so
it is operated in a batch receipts, continuous shipments cycle of tank 4 every 32 hours. Using relative errormodels based on Ref. 2, we estimate tank volumes and
mode. The third tank receives continuously from the concentrations every 32 hours as well as the amount
separations area and ships in batch mode. Tanks that shipped by each tank during the 32 hours. To estimate
support the purification cycles and evaporation process the transfers into the input accountability tank, we
bring the total number of tanks to 15.

assume that reactor-based estimates of plutonium con-
tents could be used. We assigned zero uncertainty to

checking some of the simulation results analytically

Tank 1 2 and because reprocessing plants do not typically have
to propagate the variance attributable to the fairly inac-

.... curate reactor-based estimates. That is, the
measurements in the input accountability tank would

___ _NN_ ///1/71 be takenas inputsto the mainprocess area.We simulated the 15-tank system for 1100 peri-
B/B B/C C/B ods of 32 hours each, then analyzed only the last 1000

Fig. I. First three tanks of main process area and periods, so that we could assume a steady slate had
been reached. For a plant that operated about 200 daystheir modes of operation (batch or continuous).



per year, this represents about 6.5 years of operation. MBs, which is approximately every 4.5 months). The
The simulated data is several 1000-1ength 15-compo- large swings in average MB are traceable to new tank

nent time series. The main time series is the 15 calibrations, and there are corresponding offsetting
individual material balances. Two other available time MBs in tank 5. These large swings are due to a 5% vol-
series are 15 individual estimates of total plutonium tune calibration error, which is unrealistically large but
transferred and 15 volume shipper-receiver differences is used for illustrative purposes. In plot (c) we show the
(accounting for concentration changes because some of sum of the MBs for tanks 4 and 5. Because of the off-

the transfers involve volume changes). We only dis- setting MBs of opposite sign in tank 5, there is no
cuss the 15 material balance time series here. concern that material has been diverted, and there is an

enhanced understanding of the measurement error
We consider three cases, all involving tank 4 in model. To gain some reassurance that no material has

some way: (1) the measurement error for tank 4 is very been diverted from tank 4, we can compare the mean
large (5%) for the volume calibration error, (2) there is MB for tank 4 to an estimate of the standard deviation

a 1% bias in the volume calibration error, and (3) there of the mean MB for tank 4. Because of the systematic
is a l-kg loss per balance period from tank 4. error, the variance of the mean is considerably larger

2
Case 1. Refer to Fig. 2. Plots (a) and (13)are the than aMB/(nbal). So even though the mean of the

1000 material balances (Mils) f,3r the tanks 4 and 5. MBs for tank 4 is about 409 g, the ratio of the mean to
The pattern is obvious and can be traced to the recali- the estimated standard deviation is only 0.25, which
bration schedule (tanks were recalibrated every 100 suggests that no material has been diverted from tank 4.

w i • w v • w w
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(a) MB time seriesfor Tank 4 (b) MB time series_'orTank 5
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(C)MB time series for Tank 4+Tank 5

Fig. 2.



Case 2. Refer to Fig. 3. Upon inspection of the S_ARY AND CONCLUSIONS
15 time series, we again found that tanks 4 and 5

We have demonstrated some advantages to clos-exhibit offsetting gains and losses. Because there is a
long-termbias in the volume calibration for tank4 that ing balances frequentlyaround individual tanks. In our
persists for the entire experiment, the contents of lank furst set of simulations, we illustratedthat the loss of
4 are systematically overstated.Therefore, as is appar- power to detect the worst-case loss over a fLxedinterval

is a minorprice to pay for enhanced loss detectionandent from the histogramsin plots (a) and Co), we see a
tendency towardapparentgains in tank4 and apparent timeliness of response for most forms of loss. In our

second set of simulations,we illustratedhow measure-losses in tank 5. The mean MBs for tanks4 and5 were
ment errormodels can be assessed if frequentbalances-452 and 606, respectively. The ratio of the, mean to

the estimated standarddeviation for the MBs for tanks areclosed aroundindividual tanks.

4 and 5 were -3.6 and 3.5, respectively. Taken as one Because the present-day reality of safeguards is
MBA, there are offsetting gains and losses, so that we that statistical alarms are more likely to bring error
can properlyattributethis behavior to a long-termerror models into question than to reveal a diversion, we rec-
in the calibration of tank 4 that persisted for the entire ommend that frequent balances be closed around
series, individual tanks. By exploiting empirical relations

Case 3. Upon inspection of the 15 time series, it between density, conductivity, temperature, and con-
was found that tank4 exhibits a mean loss of material centration, it will be possible to avoid high labor costs.
of about 1 kg, with no correspondinggain in tank 5 or Only relatively infrequentconcentration measurements
3. For tank 4, the ratio of the mean MB to the esti- will be needed. We recognize that the exercise of
mated standard deviation of the mean is 8.8. The assigning a standarderror to any material balance is a

difficult taskandsometimes not worththe effort. In par-mean MB for tank 5 is 40, and the ratio of the mean to
the standarddeviation is about 0.28. Similarly, tank 3 ticular,the unavoidablepracticeof calibrating chemical
does not exhibit apparentgain. A plausible explanation procedures to well-characterized standards while stat-
is that there is a constantloss of material from tank 4, ing an uncertaintythat is intended to apply to the actual
which is in fact what was simulated, process material is on loose ground. Frequentbalance

o _m o ........mm li_
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(a) Histogramof MB series for Tank 4 (b) Histogram of MB series for Tank 5

Fig. 3.



closures around individual tanks will provide historical 7. R. Johnson, D.Wichern, Applied Multivariate t.

documentation of the actual measurement uncertainty StatisticalAnalysis(Prentice Hall, 1988).

and will be a valuable complement to the usual vari- 8. B. Spencer, "Simultaneous Determ' 'tion of
ante propagation approach.Finally, we believe that the Nitric Acid and Uranium Concentrations in Aqueous
wealth of internal data-consistency checks provided by Solution From Measurements of Electrical Conductiv-
frequent balances over individual tanks provides assur-

ity, Density, and Temperature," in Proceeding of theante that a plant is operating as it claims, helps to
Fourth American Nuclear Society Conference on Facil-validate or redefine measurement error models, and, in
ity Operations---Safeguards Interface (Americangeneral, very favorably impacts the safeguarding of a
Nuclear Society, Inc., La Grange Park, Illinois, 1991),

reprocessing plant, pp. 115-128.
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